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Abstract
In a real-time system, tasks are constrained by global endto-end (E-T-E) deadlines. In order to cater for high task
schedulability, these deadlines must be distributed over component tasks in an intelligent way. In this paper, we present
an improved version of the slicing technique and extend it to
heterogeneous distributed hard real-time systems. The salient
feature of the new technique is that it utilizes adaptive metrics for assigning local task deadlines. Using experimental results we show that the new technique exhibits superior
performance with respect to the success ratio of a heuristic
scheduling algorithm. For smaller systems, the new adaptive
metric outperforms a previously-proposed adaptive metric by
300%, and existing non-adaptive metrics by more than an order of magnitude. In addition, the new technique is shown to
be extremely robust for various system configurations.

1 Introduction
In a distributed real-time computing system, applications
are decomposed into tasks, which are then assigned to processors according to a task-assignment technique based on,
for example, clustering [1], list scheduling [2], or a branchand-bound strategy [3, 4]. Task assignments are governed
by locality constraints that are either strict (the assignment
of a task is known beforehand) or relaxed (more than one
assignment alternative exist for each task). While there are
some well-known solutions to the task-assignment problem,
an important remaining problem is deadline distribution. To
guarantee the functionality of a real-time system, an application is constrained to start its execution and complete within
a given time span called the end-to-end deadline. The application has usually been logically decomposed into a set of
sequential and/or parallel tasks, often because the system designers are forced to modularize software for maintainability
and reusability reasons or exploit parallelism for performance
reasons. As a consequence of this decomposition, the E-T-E
deadline must be distributed over the component tasks.
Many researchers have addressed the deadline-distribution
problem [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10], all under a common assumption

that task assignments are known a priori, that is, strict locality
constraints. In many real-time systems, however, only a small
number of task assignments are governed by strict locality
constraints, typically those tasks constrained by demands of
resources in their physical proximity such as sensors and actuators. The constraints on the remaining task assignments
are not strict. This means that a priori information regarding
task execution times and intertask communication cost will
not be available. For a homogeneous system and negligible
intertask communication cost this poses no problem since all
processors are interchangeable. For a heterogeneous system,
however, tasks may have different execution times on different processors, and hence the deadline-distribution problem
under relaxed locality constraints is much harder to solve.
Furthermore, task-assignment techniques require information about individual task deadlines for scheduling purposes.
Deadline distribution using conventional techniques, on the
other hand, can only be performed if the task assignment
is completely known. Thus, there exists a circular dependency between the deadline-distribution and task-assignment
problems which makes the combined deadline-distribution
and task-assignment problem even harder to solve. The taskassignment problem is, in the general case, an NP-complete
problem [11], and good solutions to the combined deadlinedistribution and task-assignment problem must, therefore, be
found through the use of sub-optimal heuristic techniques.
In this paper, we present a heuristic technique for deadline
distribution in a heterogeneous system under relaxed locality
constraints. Our technique is based on the slicing technique
[5, 12] where the E-T-E deadline for each sequence of tasks in
the application is decomposed into a set of non-overlapping
task execution windows called slices. The distinguishing feature of the slicing technique is that the slices for sequential tasks are non-overlapping. This allows for a divide-andconquer approach to solving the problem that first divides the
overall problem into smaller problems that are solved locally
and then combined to obtain a global solution. This can drastically reduce the computational complexity of the problem.
More importantly, however, non-overlapping slices guarantees that each task will finish its execution before the arrival

time of its successor task. This has the following important
implications.
I1. The scheduling of sequential tasks on two different processors can be performed independently of each other.
This is useful in heterogeneous systems where different
scheduling strategies are employed in different processors. It also allows for parallel scheduling of sequential
tasks, a feature that can aid in increasing the scheduling
performance for systems with on-line scheduling [13].

mance with respect to the success ratio. For smaller systems, the performance increase is more than 300% over
the technique in [12], and an order of magnitude over the
technique in [5]. In fact, for systems with near-uniform
task execution times, the increase in performance over
both of these existing techniques is as high as an order
of magnitude. Moreover, the new technique is shown to
exhibit extremely robust performance over a wide range
of architecture and application scenarios.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes work related to ours. Section 3 describes the assumed
system models. Section 4 describes the deadline-distribution
problem and presents a basic algorithm to solve the problem. Section 5 describes the experimental setup. Section 6
The deadline-distribution problem is addressed in the con- presents the experimental evaluation. Section 7 discusses
text of distributed hard real-time systems. In such systems, complementary results and possible future work. Finally,
task assignment and scheduling are usually assumed to be Section 8 summarizes the results in this paper.
performed pre-run-time in order to guarantee the 100% a pri- 2 Related work
ori schedulability of each hard real-time task in the system.
The slicing technique proposed by Di Natale and
Systems with these characteristics are mission/safety-critical Stankovic in [5] assigns slices, execution windows, to tasks
where the workload is known beforehand. The applications using a critical path concept. The strategy used for finding
of interest in this paper are those that consist of sequential– slices is to determine a critical path in the task graph that
parallel precedence-constrained tasks with individual arrival maximizes the minimum laxity of the tasks. Two basic mettimes and deadlines. Our scheduling objective is to maximize rics (previously proposed in [9, 10]) were used for evaluating
the success ratio, that is, the ratio of the number of success- paths in the task graph: one assigns a task deadline based on
fully scheduled task sets to the total number of considered its execution time, and the other assigns a task deadline based
task sets. We consider a system with a non-preemptive, time- on the number of tasks in the critical path. The slicing techdriven, task dispatching strategy.
nique is optimal in the sense that it maximizes the minimum
We demonstrate the salient features of our technique task laxity in the application. However, optimality applies
by means of an extensive experimental evaluation using only if task assignment is completely known in advance. The
randomly-generated application task sets and a multiproces- technique was demonstrated using a non-preemptive timesor system of varying size. In particular, we study the impact triggered run-time model, but is not inherently constrained
of variations in architecture and application properties on the to such a run-time model.
success ratio for a baseline deadline-driven task assignment
In a recent paper [12], we proposed a set of adaptive metand scheduling algorithm. The properties under investiga- rics for the slicing technique, suitable for homogeneous systion are system size, tightness of E-T-E deadlines, and task tems with relaxed locality constraints. The proposed metrics
execution time distribution. The first property is interesting were shown to outperform the original metrics in [5] in situabecause schedulability could depend on how well the inher- tions where application parallelism cannot be fully exploited
ent application parallelism can be exploited on the available on the system. In [12], the slicing technique was evaluated
processors, the second because it directly controls the amount with respect to the maximum task lateness, because the apof slack time available for distribution, and the third because, plication E-T-E deadlines were assumed to be loose enough
with a non-preemptive dispatching strategy, the schedulabil- to guarantee a near 100% success ratio.
ity is directly affected by the execution time distribution.
Several deadline-distribution techniques have been proOur main contributions in this paper are:
posed where task assignment is assumed to be known beforeI2. The release jitter of each task as caused by precedence
constraints can be eliminated. As discussed in, for example, [14, 15], uncontrolled release jitter can negatively affect the schedulability of real-time applications.

hand. In [6], Gutiérrez Garcı́a and González Harbour proposed a heuristic iterative approach that, given an initial local
deadline assignment, finds an improved solution in reasonable time. For each iteration a new deadline assignment is
calculated based on a metric that measures by “how much”
schedulability failed. Bettati and Liu [7] presented a technique for scheduling a system of flow-shop tasks. Local deadlines are assigned by distributing E-T-E deadlines evenly over
tasks. For this method, the simplifying assumption is made
C2. We propose an improvement of the work in [12]. We that execution times are either identical for all tasks or identishow that the new technique exhibits very good perfor- cal for all tasks assigned to the same processor. Saksena and
C1. We apply the slicing technique to a heterogeneous system with relaxed locality constraints. This is an extension of the work recently reported in [12] where
only homogeneous systems were considered. Other
known deadline-distribution techniques all make the
common assumption that task assignment is already
known, and thereby avoid the many difficulties associated with scheduling on heterogeneous systems.

Hong [8] proposed a deadline-distribution technique based
on a critical scaling factor that is applied to the task execution times. The E-T-E deadline is expressed as a set of local
deadline-assignment constraints. Given a set of local deadline assignments, they calculated the largest value of the scaling factor that still makes the tasks schedulable. The local
deadline assignment is then chosen to maximize the largest
value of the scaling factor. The techniques in [6, 7, 8] all assume that the application consist of purely sequential tasks
and that task assignment is known beforehand.
Kao and Garcia-Molina presented multiple strategies
for distributing E-T-E deadlines over sequential [9] and
sequential–parallel [10] tasks. However, these strategies are
only aimed at, and evaluated in the context of, soft realtime systems with complete a priori knowledge of task–to–
processor assignment.

3 System model
3.1

Architecture Model

We consider a multiprocessor architecture with a set
= fpq : 1  q  mg of schedulable processors and an interconnection network with a set of communication links.
The processors are heterogeneous in the sense that they
have different hardware configurations in terms of processing speed, instruction pipeline, and cache/primary memory
resources. This means that the execution time for a task
may differ depending on which processor it will execute on.
Therefore, we introduce a set
= fek : 1  k  me g of
processor classes, and then associate to each processor pq a
processor class e(pq ) 2
that determines the actual hardware configuration. Given a set of processor classes, the processors can be classified as being either identical, uniform, or
unrelated [16]. For identical processors, the hardware configuration is the same for all processors and each task takes
the same amount of time to execute on any processor. For
uniform processors, a task’s execution time is the product of
a basic execution time and a scaling factor associated with
each processor. For unrelated processors, a task’s execution
time on one processor is not necessarily related to its execution time on some other processor.
The interconnection network is an arbitrary topology that
may include dedicated as well as shared links. The architecture is assumed to support asynchronous communication in
the network, that is, communication is allowed to take place
concurrently1 with processor computation. The communication between two tasks residing on the same processor is done
via accessing shared memory, and its cost is assumed to be
negligible. The communication cost between two tasks on
different processors is expressed as the product of the length
of a message and a nominal communication delay. The nominal delay is an upper-bounded and predictable worst-case
communication delay that reflects the scheduling strategy of
the underlying interconnection network.
We will assume that the system maintains a global system
time that is discrete and represented by time units indexed by
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for example, a communication co-processor.

N

the natural numbers, that is, t 2 . Without loss of generality, we assume that task activities begin and end at time
units, and that application timing parameters are expressed as
a multiple of time units. A consistent view of system time
is maintained in each processor by means of a system-wide
clock synchronization mechanism. We assume that an exact
clock synchronization is maintained in the system. In addition, we assume that processors and communication links are
free from faults during the lifetime of the system.

3.2

Application model

We consider a real-time application that consists of a set
= fi : 1  i  ng of tasks. Each task i 2 is characterized by a 4-tuple hci ; i ; di ; Ti i, which we will refer to
as the static task parameters. The worst-case execution time
ci is an array of upper bounds on the execution times of the
task for each processor class. The worst-case execution time
(WCET) for i on a processor of class ek is ci [ek ]. We make
the assumption that the worst-case execution time includes
various architecture overhead such as the cost for cache memory misses, pipeline hazards, and context switches. Whenever it is clear to which processor i is assigned, we write
ci . In the case when task assignments are not yet known, we
use an estimated WCET, ci . Suitable strategies for estimating
ci will be evaluated later in this paper. The phasing, i , is
the earliest time at which the first invocation of the task will
occur, measured relative to some fixed origin of time. The
relative deadline, di , is the amount of time within which the
task must complete its execution, once it has been invoked.
The period, Ti , is the time interval between two consecutive
invocations of the task.
A periodic task i gives rise to an infinite sequence of invocations, and we denote the k th invocation of the task by ik ,
where k 2 + . The dynamic behavior of ik is characterized
by the dynamic task parameters (aki ; Dik ), where the absolute
arrival time, aki = i + Ti (k , 1), is the earliest time at which
ik is allowed to begin execution, and the absolute deadline,
Dik = aki + di , is the latest time at which ik must finish its
execution. When it is clear from the context what invocation
of i is being referred to, we will drop the use of invocation
superscripts and write (ai ; Di ).
Precedence constraints between tasks are represented by
an irreflexive partial order  over . If task j cannot begin its execution until task i has completed its execution, we
write i  j . In this case i is said to be a predecessor of j ,
and, conversely, j a successor of i . In addition, whenever
i  j and the condition :(9k : (i  k ) ^ (k  j ))
holds, we write i  j . In this case, i is said to be a immediate predecessor of task j and j a immediate successor of
i . A task which has no predecessors is called an input task
and a task which has no successors is called an output task.
A task chain is defined as a task followed by a series of
immediate successors. The length of a task chain is the sum
of the estimated worst-case execution times of all tasks in the
chain. The static level, SL(i ), for task i is the length of the
longest task chain that starts with i and ends with an output
task. A path is a task chain that begins with an input task and
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ends with an output task. A critical path is one for which a
given performance measure assumes a minimal or maximal
value.
Communication of data in the application can be embedded in the precedence constraints between tasks, and implement general communication primitives such as SEND–
RECEIVE–REPLY and QUERY–RESPONSE [3]. The
amount of data sent between task i and task j is denoted
by a message size mi;j . The worst-case communication cost
for sending a message from one task to another depends on
factors such as task assignment, message size, communication medium bandwidth, and message dispatching strategy
employed in the system. We assume that the cost for packetizing and depacketizing messages is constant and included in
the worst-case execution times of the communicating tasks.
Rather than illustrating the computational and communication demands of all tasks in the task set, and the precedence
constraints among them, in terms of parameter tuples and a
=( ; )
partial order, we use a directed acyclic graph
called a task graph. is a set of nodes representing the tasks
is a set of directed arcs representing the precein set .
dence constraints between the tasks in , that is, if i  j
then (i ; j ) 2 . Each node in is annotated with a nonnegative weight representing the computational demands of
the corresponding task. For those arcs in
that represent
communication channels, a non-negative weight is used represent the message size.
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3.3

Multiprocessor Scheduling

A time-driven, non-preemptive multiprocessor schedule
for a task set
and a multiprocessor architecture is the
mapping of each task i 2 to a start time, si , and a processor, p(i ) 2 . The task is then scheduled to run without
preemption on processor p(i ) in the time interval [si ; fi ],
with its finish time being fi = si + ci . The time interval
[ai ; Di ], denoted by wi , is called the execution window of i .
For periodic tasks, the static task parameters are assumed to
satisfy di  Ti , that is, the execution windows of two invocations of the same task cannot overlap in time. Furthermore,
the execution time, ci , cannot exceed the length, jwi j, of the
execution window. Note that we assume a static assignment
strategy, which implies that the execution of all invocations
of i is performed on the same processor p(i ).
To handle a periodic task system, we need only analyze
the task behavior within a specific period that will repeat itself throughout the lifetime of the system. This period, P ,
is called the planning cycle of the task set. For a set of
tasks with identical arrival times, the planning cycle can be
found as follows. Without loss of generality, assume that
8i 2 : ai = 0. We then choose P = [0; L), where L,
the length of the planning cycle, is defined as the least common multiple of fTi : i 2 g. Within P , i will be invoked
L=Ti times. For a set of tasks with arbitrary arrival times, we
find the planning cycle as follows. Without loss of generality,
assume that minfai : i 2 g = 0. Furthermore, define
a = maxfai : i 2 g. We then choose P = [0; a + 2L).
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4 Deadline Distribution
4.1

Problem statement

The problem addressed in this paper is the following. We
assume that the application is represented by a task graph
= ( ; ) with n = j j tasks. Given an E-T-E deadline,
D , and a corresponding input–output task pair ( 1 ;  2 ),
the deadline distribution problem is to partition (distribute)
D into an arrival time, ai , and a relative deadline, di , for a
task i in the task graph in such a way that the path constraint
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is satisfied for every path  between 

4.2

(1)

1

and  2 .

Quality assessment

A solution to the deadline-distribution problem cannot be
accepted simply because it satisfies the path constraint defined above. One must also consider the practical issue of
schedulability: the relative deadline of a task must be derived
in such a way that the task is likely to be feasibly scheduled. If one deadline-distribution strategy is able to feasibly
schedule more task sets than another strategy, we can clearly
consider the first strategy superior to the other. Therefore,
our primary performance measure for a deadline distribution
strategy is the success ratio. If a deadline distribution strategy is able to find feasible schedules for x of the considered
y task sets, its success ratio is said to be (x=y).
When the E-T-E deadlines are loose enough to guarantee
a near 100% success ratio, a secondary performance measure should be used to assess the quality of different deadlinedistribution strategies. Two important measures that are often
used for this purpose are the minimum laxity and the maximum lateness taken over all tasks in the system. The laxity,
Xi = di , ci , is the maximum amount of time that the execution of task i can be delayed in its execution window
without it missing its absolute deadline. The laxity is determined before the task is scheduled and is thus an indicator
of how much contention for the processors the task can withstand during scheduling. The lateness, Li = fi , Di , is
the amount by which task i misses its deadline, that is, a
non-positive quantity for a valid schedule. The lateness is determined after the tasks have been scheduled and is thus an
indicator of the quality of the schedule. The maximum lateness refers to the lateness of only one task – the one with its
lateness closest to 0 – and is thus an indicator of “how far”
from infeasibility the schedule is and how much additional
background workload the schedule can handle.

4.3

The slicing technique

We solve the deadline-distribution problem with an improved version of the slicing technique proposed in [5]. A
fundamental concept in the slicing technique is that of critical path. A critical path in a task graph is one for which
a given performance measure assumes a minimum or maximum value. Correct identification of a critical path is crucial
for the quality of the deadline distribution and the system’s

schedulability. A critical path metric is used to assess the
criticalness of each path in the task graph.
When a critical path has been identified, the E-T-E deadline is distributed over the tasks in the critical path. This
is done by assigning slices, non-overlapping execution windows, of the E-T-E deadline to each of the tasks in the critical
path. The slices are derived governed by the constraint that
the arrival time of a task must be equal to the absolute deadline of its predecessor in the critical path. Note that, whereas
the execution time windows of tasks in the same path cannot overlap, the execution windows of tasks in different paths
may overlap and thus are subject to contention for available
processors during scheduling. Therefore, the size of each
task slice must be derived in such a way that the task can
be scheduled to meet its timing constraints even in the presence of other, overlapping, task slices or task release jitter as
caused by interprocessor communication delays. This can be
achieved by assigning an ample laxity to each task.
For a system with complete a priori information on
task-processor assignment and interprocessor communication cost, the best critical path can easily be found as described in [5]. When the assignment is not entirely fixed,
however, finding the best critical path is no longer an easy
task. The reason is that it is not yet known what pairs of tasks
will be afflicted with interprocessor communication overhead. Therefore, the deadline-distribution algorithm must
rely on the prediction of the “possibly best” critical path.
In [12] we presented an adaptive slicing technique that was
able to make better predictions on the critical path under relaxed locality constraints than did the original technique in
[5]. The predictions in [12] were based on two observations.
First, we found that in systems where the application parallelism exceeds the number of processors available, it is a good
strategy to assign longer slices to tasks whose execution times
exceed a certain threshold. The rationale for this is that tasks
with longer execution times are likely to be most vulnerable
in the case of high resource contention. Second, we found
that it is a good strategy to assume that there will be no communication cost between tasks whose processor assignments
are not known. The intuition behind this is that many task assignment and scheduling algorithms tend to cluster tasks that
communicate heavily [1]. Furthermore, in many distributed
real-time applications the communication volume is quite low
[17], and therefore any communication cost will be relatively
small compared to the task execution times. In [12], we also
showed that, even in the presence of significant communication cost, it is better to assume no communication cost as
this will yield the largest amount of overall laxity to distribute
over the application tasks.

Algorithm S LICING:
1. initialize set  with all tasks in the task graph;
6 ; g loop
2. while f  =
3. find a critical path  in  that minimizes metric R;
4. distribute the E-T-E deadline of  by assigning
arrival times and deadlines to the tasks in ;
5. for f each task  in  g loop
6.
for f each immediate predecessor p of  g loop
7.
assign an E-T-E deadline to p that is equal to
the arrival time of  ;
8.
end loop;
9.
for f each immediate successor s of  g loop
10.
assign an arrival time to s that is equal to
the absolute deadline of  ;
11. end loop;
12. end loop;
13. remove all tasks in  from ;
14. end loop;

Figure 1: The deadline-assignment algorithm.
Initialize task set (Step 1): Assume that all input/output
tasks have already been assigned appropriate arrival times
and E-T-E deadlines, respectively, according to the temporal
requirements of the application. All tasks in the task graph
are then inserted into a task set  that represents all tasks not
yet assigned arrival times and deadlines. The time complexity of this step is O(j j). This does not include the time for
initializing data structures used by the critical path metric R.
Find a critical path (Step 3): The breadth-first traversal
of the task graph determines a critical path  among all potential paths for the tasks in . The critical path is identified
using the critical path metric, R. The time complexity of
a breadth-first traversal of the task graph is O(j j + j j).
Therefore, for any acyclic task graph, the total time complexity of this step, taken over all iterations of the main loop, is
O(j j2 ), not counting the time needed for evaluating R.
Distribute the E-T-E deadline (Step 4): The E-T-E deadline D of the critical path  found in Step 3 is distributed
over the tasks in . The deadline distribution is governed
by the constraint that the arrival time of a task must be equal
to the absolute deadline of its immediate predecessor in .
Thus, all tasks in the path will be assigned slices of the E-T-E
deadline. The total time complexity of this step is O(j j).
Attach the remaining tasks (Steps 5 – 12): The tasks in
 now constitute a “spine” to which the remaining tasks must
attach, that is, adapt their arrival times and absolute deadlines.
Therefore, the arrival time for each task not in  is set to the
latest absolute deadline of any immediate predecessor task in
. Similarly, the absolute deadline for each task not in  is
4.4 Deadline-distribution algorithm
A pseudo-code form of the algorithm for distributing set to the earliest arrival time of any immediate successor task
E-T-E deadlines over the tasks according to the slicing tech- in . The total time complexity of this step is O(j j + j j).
nique is given in Figure 1. The algorithm takes a task graph as
Remove critical-path tasks (Step 13): The tasks in  are
the input and produces an annotated task graph containing in- removed from  to mark that they have been assigned arrival
formation about task arrival times and relative deadlines. The times and deadlines. The arrival times and deadlines of tasks
various steps in the algorithm are described below in detail.
not in  now constitute new E-T-E deadlines in . The total
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time complexity of this step is O(j j).
virtual execution time for task i is defined as
Repeat until no tasks remain (Steps 2 and 14): The main
loop in the algorithm is repeated until no tasks are left in .
ci
if ci < cthres
c^i =
(6)
Adding the time complexities of the steps described above,
ci (1 + kG =m) if ci  cthres
2
the worst-case time complexity of the algorithm is O(n ), not
counting the time needed for evaluating R.
where kG is the global adaptivity factor,  is the average task
graph parallelism, and m is the number of processors in the
4.5 Critical path metrics
In [5], Di Natale and Stankovic introduced two metrics for system. The expression kG =m constitutes a surplus factor
the slicing technique. The first metric, the normalized laxity that defines the amount of laxity by which the real execuratio (NORM), is the ratio of the overall laxity to the sum of tion time should be increased for those tasks whose execution
the execution times of all tasks in a path . With this metric, times exceed cthres . The average task graph parallelism,  , is
laxity is assigned in proportion to task execution time. The defined as the application workload divided by the length of
metric value, RNORM , and the relative deadline, di , for each the longest path in , that is
task i are consequently defined as
=
ci = maxfSL(j ) : j 2 g
(7)
i 2T
RNORM = (D , ci )= ci
(2)

(

T

X

X

i 2

i 2

di = ci (1 + RNORM )

X

T

Our main contribution in this paper is to propose the locally adaptive laxity ratio (ADAPT-L) metric, which is an improvement of the ADAPT-G metric in the sense that ADAPTThe second metric in [5], the pure laxity ratio (PURE), is L is able to identify the available parallelism that affects only
the ratio of the overall laxity to the number of tasks, n , in a a certain task. For ADAPT-L, the virtual execution time is
path . With this metric, all tasks are assigned an equal share defined as:
of laxity. The metric value, RPURE , and the relative deadline,
di , for task i are thus
if ci < cthres
ci
c^i =
(8)
if
c


c
c

(1
+
k
j
j
=m
)
i
thres
i
L
i
RPURE = (D , ci )=n
(4)
i 2
di = ci + RPURE
(5) where kL is the local adaptivity factor, i is the parallel set
of i , and m is the number of processors in the system. The
parallel set i is the set of tasks that are potential candidates
In [12], we showed that none of the NORM or PURE for executing in parallel with  , that is, those tasks that are
i
metrics are suitable for systems with relaxed locality con- neither predecessors nor successors of  . ADAPT-L introi
straints owing to their lack of information on contention over duces the extra complexity to the deadline-distribution algoresources. As a remedy, we therefore introduced two con- rithm that a parallel set must be calculated for each task. The
cepts as an aid in improving the performance of the slicing parallel set
i for task i can easily be found by first contechnique, namely, execution time threshold and virtual ex- structing the transitive closure  for the task graph , and
ecution time. The execution time threshold is a mechanism then including in
i only those tasks that are neither reachfor guaranteeing that only certain tasks are allotted extra lax- able from  , nor can reach  . The construction of the trani
i
ities. By using the execution time threshold to filter out tasks sitive closure  can be done during the initialization phase
with sufficiently large execution times, we managed to im- (Step 1) of the deadline assignment algorithm and takes time
prove the performance in those situations where task graph O(n3 ) [18].
parallelism cannot be fully exploited. The purpose of a virtual execution time is to make a task appear computationally
5 Experimental setup
more consuming than it actually is. By assigning virtual execution times that are larger than the real execution times, 5.1 System architecture
the deadline-distribution algorithm will allocate more laxity
We have used an experimental platform based on a hetto those tasks for which the real execution time is equal to or erogeneous multiprocessor architecture with a shared bus inabove the given execution time threshold.
terconnection network. The system size ranges from two to
On the basis of these two concepts, we introduced the eight processors. The number of processor classes in the sysglobally adaptive laxity ratio (ADAPT-G). This metric is sim- tem, me = j j, was randomly chosen to be one, two, or three.
ilar to the PURE metric but has a virtual execution time of c^i The class, e(pq ), of each processor pq in the system was raninstead of the estimated execution time, ci . The ADAPT-G domly chosen from the set, , of generated processor classes.
metric is adaptive in the sense that the amount of assigned We assumed that the shared bus is time-multiplexed in such a
surplus is not fixed but will adapt itself to the degree of task way that the communication cost between two processors is
graph parallelism that can be exploited on the system. The one time unit per transmitted data item.
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[ ETD = 25%, OLR = 0.8 ]

Workload

100

In all experiments , a set of 1024 task graphs was generated using a random task graph generator. Each task graph
contained between 40 and 60 tasks. Task execution times
were chosen at random assuming a uniform distribution with
a mean execution time, cmean , of 20 time units. The execution time for each task deviated by at most 25% from the
mean execution time cmean for different processor classes.
To mimic the situation that a task requires special hardware
resources for its execution, we also deemed a task inappropriate for execution on a particular processor class with a probability of 5%.
To mimic different application scenarios, task execution
times were chosen based on the execution time distribution
(ETD), the maximum deviation (in percent) of a task’s execution time from the mean execution time cmean . Thus, for
a given ETD, the task execution times were chosen at random to be in the range [cmean (1 , ETD); cmean (1 + ETD)].
To evaluate the performance of the metrics under variably
tight timing constraints, an E-T-E deadline was chosen for
each input–output task pair based on the overall laxity ratio
(OLR), the ratio of the E-T-E deadline to the average accumulated task graph workload. The precedence constraints in
the task graph were also randomly generated. The number
of successors/predecessors of each task was chosen at random to be in the range of one to three, and the depth of the
task graph was chosen at random to be between eight and
12 levels.The number of data items in each message passed
between a pair of tasks was chosen in such a way that the
communication–to–computation cost ratio (CCR) of the average message communication cost to the average task execution time corresponded to 0.1.
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Figure 2: Success ratio as a function of system size.
algorithm selected one task (the one with the closest absolute deadline) from all ready tasks. The selected task was
then scheduled on the available processor that yielded the
earliest start time, taking into account possible communication cost and the arrival time constraints of the task. The set
of ready tasks was updated with the immediate successors
of the scheduled task. The complexity of this algorithm is
O(n2  m) for a system with n tasks and m processors.

6 Experimental evaluation

This section evaluates the performance (success ratio) of
the metrics presented in Section 4.5. The experimental evaluation was made using the deadline-distribution algorithm in
Figure 1 and the experimental setup in Section 5. Unless
otherwise noted, all simulations were performed assuming
a scenario with ETD = 25% and OLR = 0:8. The following default parameter values were used for the adaptive metrics during the experiments: cthres = 1:0  cmean , kG = 1:5,
kL = 0:2. The estimated WCET for a task was calculated
5.3 Estimation of WCET
We investigate three different WCET estimation strate- according to the WCET-AVG strategy.
gies. For the WCET-AVG strategy, ci is calculated as the av- 6.1 Effect of system size on performance
erage of all valid execution times, taken over all processor
Since one of our objectives is to find metrics that perform
classes:
well for high processor contention, it is interesting to study
ci =
ci [ek ]=j j
(9) how the slicing metrics will behave for different system sizes.
ek 2E
By varying the number of processors, we can identify the
For the WCET-MAX strategy, ci is set to the maximum of all capability of each metric to exploit the available application
parallelism on the platform architecture. Intuitively, all metvalid execution times, that is
rics should perform worse for small system sizes than for a
ci = emax
ci [ek ]
(10) larger system. For a small system, that is, where the applicak 2E
tion parallelism exceeds the number of available processors,
Finally, for the WCET-MIN strategy, ci is set to the minimum the contention between tasks over a few available processors
forces multiple tasks to be scheduled within overlapping exof all valid execution times:
ecution windows on the same processor. As the system size
increases, more parallelism in the task graph can be exploited,
ci = emin
c
[
e
]
(11)
i k
k 2E
which will decrease the contention over processors. Consequently, the success ratio will increase with increasing system
5.4 Task assignment and scheduling
size until a point at which all generated task graphs are sucWe used a baseline task assignment and scheduling strat- cessfully scheduled. This behavior is duly corroborated by
egy based on a list scheduling version of the earliest-deadline- the plots in Figure 2.
first (EDF) algorithm. For each scheduling step, our EDF
With a deadline-driven scheduling strategy, tasks with
2 All modeling and simulations in the experiments were performed within
longer execution times will be the most vulnerable to procesthe GAST [19] evaluation framework.
sor contention as shorter tasks are more likely to have shorter
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Figure 3: Success ratio as a function of OLR.
deadlines. As a consequence, longer tasks should be assigned
more laxity to compensate for this imbalance. The figure
shows how the PURE metric, with its equal-share distribution
strategy, exhibits the worst performance among all metrics.
For example, only 35% of all scheduling attempts succeed on
a system with four processors when PURE is used. The performance of the NORM metric is significantly better, mainly
owing to its strategy to assign deadlines in proportion to task
execution times. This approach gives tasks with longer execution times more laxity and hence a better chance to be
scheduled feasibly. For the four-processor system, more than
65% of all scheduling attempts succeed using NORM.
The figure clearly illustrates that the non-adaptive metrics
(PURE and NORM) do not perform well for small systems.
For example, the fraction of successful scheduling attempts
does not exceed 30% for a system with three processors for
any non-adaptive metric. The explanation for the poor performance is that these metrics do not account for the resource
contention that occurs when the application parallelism exceeds the number of available processors. Hence, many task
deadlines will be too short to guarantee a feasible schedule.
This shortcoming is partly remedied with the ADAPT-G metric. By assigning task laxities based on the knowledge that
application parallelism may not be fully exploited on the system, it is reasonable to believe that a higher performance can
be attained with ADAPT-G. As the plots indicate, this extra
intelligence of ADAPT-G gives a significant performance increase for small systems. For example, more than 60% of all
scheduling attempts succeed for the three-processor system
when ADAPT-G is used. Note that this is more than twice
the performance of the best non-adaptive metric.
The ADAPT-L metric exhibits the best performance in this
experiment. For example, the plots indicate that around 95%
of all scheduling attempts succeed for the three-processor
system when the ADAPT-L metric is used. This is a threefold improvement as compared to the non-adaptive metrics.
The improvement is even more stunning for a two-processor
system: the number of successful scheduling attempts is more
than an order of magnitude higher for ADAPT-L than for
the non-adaptive metrics, and four times higher than for the
ADAPT-G metric. The superior performance associated with
ADAPT-L can be attributed to the detailed knowledge it pos-
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Figure 4: Success ratio as a function of ETD.
sesses regarding the contention situation for individual tasks.
This is in contrast to ADAPT-G, where the potential contention for each task is derived using the same constant value,
namely the average task graph parallelism. However, it must
be recalled that the superior performance of ADAPT-L comes
at the price of a higher time complexity.

6.2

Effect of OLR on performance

Another goal with a deadline-distribution strategy is that
it should use metrics that perform well for varying tightness
of the E-T-E deadlines. In particular, by varying the value of
OLR when there is significant processor contention, we can
identify the capability of each metric to exploit the available
surplus time and to distribute it wisely. The plots in Figure 3
show some salient results for a system with three processors.
Again, we observe the same relative performance of the
metrics. Here, too, ADAPT-L outperforms the other metrics
by a significant amount. For example, the performance gain
as compared to the non-adaptive metrics is nearly an order
of magnitude for tight deadlines. The ADAPT-G metric also
performs consistently better than the non-adaptive metrics.
For tight deadlines, the plots indicate a three-fold increase in
performance for ADAPT-G over the non-adaptive metrics.

6.3

Effect of ETD on performance

So far, our adaptive metrics have been shown to outperform their non-adaptive counterparts under all system sizes
and all degrees of deadline tightness. In this section, we will
identify the robustness of each metric under different application scenarios with varying execution time distributions. The
plots in Figure 4 illustrate the success ratio as a function of
ETD assuming a fixed system size and a fixed OLR. We
show here the results for OLR = 0:8 and three processors
while varying ETD from 0% to 100% in steps of 25%.
The observed trends in this experiment are quite similar
to the ones demonstrated in the previous experiments, with
one notable exception. As the plots clearly indicate, the
performance of the NORM metric is not as consistent as in
the previous studies. Instead of consistently being inferior
to ADAPT-G, the performance of NORM will increase past
ADAPT-G as ETD gets large enough. This behavior can
be attributed to the proportional-share distribution strategy of
NORM. With an increasing proportion of short tasks, there
will be more tasks with shorter deadlines competing for the
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Figure 5: Success ratio for ADAPT-L as a function of OLR
for different WCET estimation strategies.
processors. NORM is able to compensate long tasks with a
larger amount of laxity to handle the contention. Because it
is based on the PURE metric, ADAPT-G cannot handle this
situation with the same amount of flexibility.
Note that, when ETD = 0%, the PURE, NORM, and
ADAPT-G metrics all converge to the same success ratio
(6%). This is because all tasks have identical estimated execution times ci . It is easy to see that, with identical execution
times, the deadline for each task i in a critical path  will be
di = D =n , regardless of what metric is used. In the case
of ADAPT-G, the virtual execution times c^i are also identical since, for ETD = 0%, the original execution times of all
tasks are equal to or higher than the execution time threshold cthres and the surplus factors (kS and kG , respectively)
are constant. In the case of ADAPT-L, however, the virtual
execution time of each task is defined by the size of its parallel set and may thus differ between tasks. This property
of ADAPT-L gives it an order-of-magnitude performance increase for systems with uniform task execution times.
Also, note the anomalous behavior of ADAPT-G and
ADAPT-L as ETD exceeds 50%. As shown in [20], the
performance of the adaptive metrics is most vulnerable to
changes in ETD. For the chosen values of kG and kL ,
the performance of both ADAPT-G and ADAPT-L will drop
slightly for applications with a large ETD.

6.4

80

Effect of WCET estimation strategy on performance

Since we are assuming a heterogeneous distributed system, it is interesting to investigate how the strategy for calculating ci , the estimated WCET of i , affects the schedule
quality. In this section, we investigate the three WCET estimation strategies presented in Section 5.3.
The plots in Figure 5 illustrate the success ratio for
ADAPT-L as a function of WCET estimation strategy assuming a three-processor system. As can be seen in the plots,
the overall best performance is attained when the pessimistic
WCET-MAX strategy is used. By accounting for the worstcase situation that can occur during scheduling, this strategy
outperforms WCET-AVG by approximately 5%. The worst
performance is attained with WCET-MIN owing to its overly
optimistic estimations regarding the final task assignment. As
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Figure 6: Success ratio for ADAPT-L as a function of ETD
for different WCET estimation strategies.
can be seen in the plots, this strategy performs approximately
5% worse than WCET-AVG.
It should be noted that WCET-MAX is not as robust for all
application scenarios. Figure 6 illustrates the success ratio as
a function of ETD assuming a fixed OLR. As ETD increases
past 75%, the performance of WCET-MAX becomes worse
than that of the other strategies because the larger presence
of tasks with long execution times causes too much overall
laxity to be consumed from task with short execution times.
The results from this study indicate that, for systems with
uniform or near-uniform task execution times, the WCETMAX strategy is the best choice. For systems with a large
distribution of task execution times, on the other hand, the
WCET-AVG strategy is the preferred choice.

7 Discussion
7.1

Finding the best adaptive parameters

To be able to apply the adaptive metrics (ADAPT-G and
ADAPT-L) in practice, it is important to find what the value
of the adaptivity factors kG and kL must be for a given application. In the general case, one must be aware of the fact that
there exists no overall best value for any factor. However, we
believe that the values used in our experiments are also useful
for many other applications. Although the adaptivity factors
of ADAPT-G and ADAPT-L are clearly sensitive to the actual
application parallelism, the adaptive metrics will still outperform the non-adaptive counterparts as long as the parallelism
deviates within reasonable bounds from the chosen values.

7.2

Complexity issues

Whether to use ADAPT-G or ADAPT-L depends to a large
extent on the nature of the target system. For example, in a
system that is scheduled off-line, the cost of the deadlinedistribution algorithm are often not of major concern and
hence the O(n3 ) algorithm with ADAPT-L could be used.
For a system with on-line scheduling, on the other hand, tasks
typically arrive dynamically and hence the scheduling complexity is a major source of consideration. Here, the O(n2 )
algorithm with ADAPT-G may be a better choice. Another
property of the system that will affect the choice of metric
is the task assignment and scheduling strategy used. If an

O(n2 ) polynomial-time scheduling algorithm is used, apply-

ing ADAPT-G adds little to the total complexity. However,
if a branch-and-bound algorithm is used, its high complexity
would make ADAPT-L a viable alternative as its complexity
would be negligible in comparison.

7.3

[7]

Future work

We believe that the techniques presented here can be ap- [8]
plied not only to computational resources such as processors
but also to general resources including shared data structures.
Future work would include evaluation of techniques that can
also take such general resource requirements into account.
Although the slicing technique has been evaluated under [9]
a time-driven non-preemptive task dispatching policy in this
paper, it is not restricted to that policy as we showed by implications I1 and I2 in Section 1. Future work would therefore
encompass exploring the performance of the new metrics un- [10]
der various task assignment and scheduling policies.

8 Conclusions
Distribution of E-T-E deadlines over tasks in a distributed
real-time system is an important, but difficult, problem to
solve. It is particularly difficult to solve the problem for systems with relaxed locality constraints where a majority of the
tasks are not pre-assigned to particular processors. In this
paper, we have proposed a new adaptive metric that will significantly improve the performance of our original adaptive
slicing technique [12]. The results of an extensive simulation
study show that the new metric outperforms all existing metrics over a wide range of system configurations. In particular,
we find that, for small systems, the new metric outperforms
non-adaptive metrics by as much as an order of magnitude.
Furthermore, it outperforms the previously-proposed adaptive metric with a three-fold increase in performance.
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